WEBQUEST       Michael Jackson “On the Wall”

1. Find the Equestrian Portrait of Philip II by Rubens
   (copy and paste the picture)
   What color is the horse?
   How many angels are there?
   What’s the weather like?
   Is there any vegetation on the left of the horse?
   Compare with Kehinde Wiley *Equestrian Portrait of Michael Jackson*

2. Family life
   Where did he live when he was a young boy? (town, State, find a picture of his childhood house)
   Name family members: his parents? His brothers and sisters?

3. Who inspired Michael Jackson? (which artists?)

4. Solo albums: give the album titles + copy paste the album covers
   1979
   1982
   1987
   1991
   2001
   2014

4. Musical with Michael Jackson and his close friend Diana Ross (title + Year):
   Role played by MJ:
5. MJ’s emblematic clothes are associated with famous songs

A. The Red leather jacket worn with a T-shirt/ Title: 
B. The white glove and white socks with crop pants/ Title: 
C. The white suit/ Title: 
D. The black trousers and leather jacket/ Title: 
E. The loafers/ Title: 
F. The red leather jackets you can see on Warhol’s portraits/ Title: 
G. The blue shirt/ Title: 

6. Where does the scene take place in the video clip of “Remember the time”?

7. Name of a famous actress who played Cleopatra and who was MJ’s close friend

8. Famous MJ songs:
   - about Africa:
   - about environment:

9. Name 4 famous titles from the Thriller album

10. In this song video clip from the Bad album, MJ dances with a backlighting (contre-jour) in a foggy atmosphere. Title of the song:

11. Name 2 songs about fighting discrimination or accepting each other’s differences

12. Get inspired by Michael Jackson, complete the following “ABC”:

A like B like C like D like
E like F like G like H like
I like J like K like L like
M like N like O like P like
Q like R like S like T like
U like V like W like X like
Y like Z like